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Cellebrite, the leader in mobile forensics solutions, has  collaborated with 
Relativity to simplify the  ingestion of modern data from mobile devices directly 
into their cloud eDiscovery platform, RelativityOne.

Challenge

Legal professionals need access to all data sources pertinent to a case, including data from mobile devices like native 
text messages and messages from chat applications. Keeping up with the latest technology enhancements of phones, 
tablets and chat applications continues to be a major challenge. Once digital data is extracted and decoded from devices 
and applications, it needs to be converted into a format that is readable and ready for review for legal and investigative 
professionals. The integration of Cellebrite Legalview, an add-on of Physical Analyzer, and RelativityOne provides a 
seamless connection of systems for all your mobile forensics and  eDiscovery needs.

How it works

By integrating data from Cellebrite’s Physical Analyzer (PA), with RelativityOne through the Legalview  
integration, organizations can now quickly and efficiently decode, convert, process and review data from  
mobile devices. This new solution makes it easier and faster to decode data from the largest number of  
chat applications including chat applications with ephemeral data and input the most modern data 
from mobile devices into RelativityOne.

Seamlessly push modern data directly from  
Physical Analyzer to RelativityOne with Legalview
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Key benefits:

Accelerate the time to review  
with automated conversion  

and data transfer

Minimize human error and maintain 
chain of custody with seamless 
integration between platforms

End to end eDiscovery solution  
for mobile data collection and 

litigation and investigative review

Remove the time-consuming process of manipulating data into a digestible format and 
transferring it into RelativityOne 

Central Management 

Training for Forensics Experts and Operators

To learn more about the Legalview integration with RelativityOne visit: 
enterprise.cellebrite.com
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